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About This Game

Or so thought world-famous demon hunter Doug McGrave, until he met the witch from Hellside. Now, cursed to do what’s right
for free, his powers constantly draining away, Doug will have to win his power back.

Never slow down. Slow is how the curse takes hold!!
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The Weaponographist is a high-speed, top-down dungeon-crawling arena combat game. Cool kids might call it a “Roguelike”.

You play as Doug McGrave, famous demon hunter for hire. Highest level, bestest gear, ruggedly handsome, and unrepentant
jerk. For refusing to aid one stinking demon-infested town, you are immediately – and deservedly – cursed. Your powers, your
wealth, and your weapons… Poof! Gone. To overcome the curse, you’ll need to make use of whatever weapons you can find.

Swords, chainsaws, machine guns, pogo sticks… Use them while you can.
Because they’ll all fall apart in your hands.

I can’t think of a curse that ever did anyone any good. And this one, doubly so.

Fill up your combo meter by defeating evil, vanquish demons to regain your strength, and weaken the curse while you can. But
beware.

Whenever you aren’t attacking, your combo will quickly drain away, and the curse will continue to sap your strength. Only by
killing monsters quickly, adapting to new weapons, and removing the curse in pieces can Doug make his way through the depths

of the dungeon and get the hell out of this one-horse town.

Roguelike adventure in a fast-paced arena filled with a variety of creatures to kill.

Pulse-pounding weapon swaps requiring constant adaptation to defeat the enemy swarms.

A frantic paced curse requiring constant engagement to catch and surpass the difficulty curve.

Copious demon gore and goop to trade with Hellside vendors for powerful upgrades.

Epic soundtrack from Christopher Hoag.

Go forth, kill a bunch of things, and don’t even feel bad.
-The Weaponographist
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i love that you added a new plane but can you add more and add skins to it like the thunderbird skin for the f16. Really
wonderful co-operative multiplayer game. Even if you don't like Star Trek, it's super fun. There have been no updates since last
year, which is really sad because there is so much potential that could be added (new missions, perhaps even a new class?). I
don't know if development stopped, but if you can get this on sale, DO GET THIS. It's cross platform too, so you can play
across Vive, Rift and PSVR.. I really enjoyed this end to the series. It brought back the horror aspect well, it drew on the first
game and second, tied up some loose ends (and... caused a few more. Looking at you Ralph). The puzzles and story elements
were fun, although I accidentally skipped some and had no idea what I was meant to be doing on others  The photo filter one
wasn't a puzzle so much as time consuming, the word underlining puzzle was broken and had to be skipped and the skeleton
puzzle had to be very exact

The ending was a little abrupt, but overall, this is a great game to finish the series (And you do need to play the rest of the series
to understand what's going on- or at least the second one).. Bought this game as it looked pretty good from the screenshots.
Played it for about 5 minutes and couldn't bear to play it any more, the controls seemed very unresponsive and the gunfights
were awful. Also had graphics issues were textures were missing. I finaly finished the game it tooks me about 7 hours.
The graphics are simple and to find all the abilitys is a bit tricky but can be done.
What I didn't understand is the five abilitys you should get,I only could run ,make my selve small ,and jump so i don't know
which the others are.The end is not done well there should be some reward or something else.
If you are an explorer and like easy puzzels try this game. Most immersive and relaxing meditation experience for VR. This
game is easier on the eyes, has a better interaction system, and better guided mediation voices than Guided Meditation VR (and
it's cheaper). If you really want to get into VR meditation is this the experience to get.
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While this isn't an awful game. I can't say that I had much fun playing Undercover Missions.

The story suffers from a rough English translation. There's quite a bit of engrish and nonsensical sentences in this game. All of
which is voice acted rather blandly and monotone. Even when things get exciting. Our heroine sounds like she is about to fall
asleep.

Frankly, I can't say much about the story because it didn't make much sense to me. All I got out of the plot was that someone
wants to blow up this sub for some reason and yeah they are on the sub. Maybe a lot of the story was lost in the translation.
Perhaps it's better in German. Also it seems like a lot of the minor plot lines are forgotten about. That whole bit about your
missing partner isn't talked about much. Hell only the steam description really talks about it.

As for the puzzles. I found them to be very frustrating and I mean frustrating in a bad early 90s adventure game way. There is a
fair bit of moon logic in this game. Most of the number based puzzles in this game have to brute forced through. I can't say I
find it fun having to trying a dozen different number combinations until I chance on the right one. Also, key items are often
hidden in places that you have already checked before. Or worse are in places that make no sense but are only reviled after
clicking on it a bunch of times. To me it seems like the dev just threw stuff around haphazardly. Likewise, there are a lot of red
herrings in this game. You'll pick up a fair bit of items and interact with a number things that seem important or useful but
aren't.

At the end of the day. I spent most of my time in this game reclicking on everything. Unsure of what to do and where to go. I
just didn't have a fun time here.

Over all I know this is an indie game. But even as indie this game feels cheap and unfinished. The ending doesn't make any
sense and the story goes nowhere. While the puzzles are just frustrating. Maybe this game would be better with a walkthrough.
But I don't think anyone has made one yet. So for right now it's a 5 out 10 game for me.. Very fun game. Easy to understand and
well worth the money. No bugs were found. With a little more effort, this could have been really good. The graphics are nice
and give an good gameboy-like feeling, the music is great and retro, and the controls are good which is essential for jump and
runs.
Unfortunately in its current state the game feels-have baked:
- There are no powerups - nothing. No hearts, no extra power, no other weapon mode, nada. And this just doesn't motivate,
especially if you are given the choice to take a more complicated way sometimes, which is just without any benefit, except some
acorns (=coins).
- The game doesn't remeber the controls once you changed them - very annoying.
- And what the heck is the point of playing if you just get a level selector in the beginning of the game?
Fix this tiny list and you have a solid jump and run.

. It's not perfect.. yet, but I think it will get there eventually. When you have the settings just right with arch assist and power
assist set correctly it can feel just like real life sometimes. My shot type is holding my shooting hand close to center upper
forehead and for me that seems to be the most difficult in the game. When I do it that way it will often shoot the ball straight
and far below the rim like a throw more than a shot, but if I shoot far above my head it's much more accurate and also shooting
from the side of the head works better too. I'm guessing that while having my hands in front of my headset (Vive and Rift, both)
it maybe messes up the tracking a little or maybe I'm just not used to releasing the trigger correctly yet. As another person
mentioned it's a little annoying that you click the grip to get another ball (both Vive and Rift), because every time I shoot I
constantly click the grip and a new ball is thrown at me mid shot and kind of ruins the follow through feeling having the
distraction of another ball coming at you. I think the button layout should be able to be customized so we can change which
button fetches a new ball, and maybe a little a more tweaking on the shooting (perhaps I'm not shooting correctly, however) and
it will be all you could ask for in a basketball shoot around game. If the devs could add horse and a 3pt contest with an AI
computer player that would be excellent. For $5 in it's current state it is still a no brainer and a good buy. When you do
everything just right it feels real. Having the TV screen with custom videos was a good idea of the devs, it's nice to shoot around
with something to think about.

Edit: I should add that the backboard, rim, net, sounds, scoreboard, and court are all absolutely perfect. It really is a great game
if you like basketball at all. When I get the arch just right and hit the swish I get the same feeling as in real life.. There's a very
charming game of discovery and exploration in here - I think - I've hit a few snags but I'm slowly figuring-out what's going on.
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In my first run I met a triangle who wanted to be my friend - some higsaw pieces who I reunited and some octopus-looking-
things which glowed for - well - I've no idea but I intend to find out!

My only grumble is that dying = losing money which would be OK if that wasn't money 'lost forever' from that 'universe' -
meaning your progress in that 'universe' was just stunted a bit. Every reload is a 'new universe' too - which solves the money
thing but then breaks the exploration thing and

I'm still enjoying it ;0
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